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Introduction
SLe(x)is a ligand of E-selectin,one

of the selectin families.This

ligand is expressed

on leukocytes and implicated in the adhesion to E-selectin on the vascular endothelial cells in
acute inflammatory

process[30-32].The

expression of this carbohydrate

antigen was

reported to be limited in normal tissues such as the mucosa and glands of the esophagus ,the
proximal tubules and descending loops of Henle of the kidney,the limited part of some deep
crypts of the colon,alveolar

macrophages,some

acinar cells of the pancreas,hepatic

cells and

Kupffer cells in the liver and the ureter[33,34].
Recently it was reported that sLe(x)was frequently expressed on human cancer cells
and that it might play an important role in the hematogenous metastasis of the cancer,where
it mediates the initial adhesion step of tumor cells to the distal vascular endothelial cells by
sLe(x)-E-selectin
sLe(x)on

adhesion[18,83].In

some human cancers,the

degree of expression of

the surface of cancer cells was shown to be well correlated with frequency of

hematogenous

metastasis and prognostic outcome of cancer patients[35,36,84,85].In

human breast cancers,the

expression of sLe(x)in

both primary and metastatic lesions was

reported and the relationship between its expression and the metastatic behavior of the tumor
was implied[37,38,86].
Some cell adhesion molecules were reported to be detected not only on the tumor
tissues but in the sera of patients with cancer[87,88].The
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expression of sLe(x)was reported

in human breast,lung,ovarian

and gastrointestinal cancers[89,90].The

level of sLe(x)was

found to elevate in the sera of patients with metastatic breast cancers and suggested to be a
useful tumor marker of human breast cancers.However,there
reported yet on the in vivo expression of sLe(x)and

has been no investigation

its clinical significance of sLe(x)in

CMGT.
In the previous chapter,this carbohydrate antigen was detected on the cell surface of
CMGT cell lines which showed the adhesive ability to HUVECs and it was suggested that the
sLe(x)expression

might be involved in hematogenous

number of the cell lines evaluated was limited.To
sLe(x)correlated
I examined
spontaneous

metastasis of CMGT,though

the

investigate whether the expression of

with the behavior of CMGT such as metastasis and prognosis, in this study

the sLe(x)expression
patients

and

on the CMGT tissues surgically removed from the

performed

a preliminary

concentration of sLe(x)in dogs including CMGT patients.
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study

on measuring

the

serum

Materials

and Methods

Tissue samples:
CMGT tissues

were obtained

Veterinary Medical Center,the

from56dogs

undergoing surgical resection

University of Tokyo,between

Normal mammary gland tissues were obtained from5dogs

April2000and

node involvement,distant
records or telephone

weight,histopathological

diagnosis,tumor

of spaying before
size,regional

lymph

metastasis and prognostic outcome were obtained from the medical

interview to the owner or referral practitioners.Tumor

calculated as the maximum diameter of the largest mass of the patients.The
node involvement

March 2002 .

without bearing any tumors.The

medical records of these CMGT patients were also reviewed.Age,history
the first estrus,breed,body

at

was confirmed

by histopathological

examination,and

size was

regional lymph
the distant

metastasis was confirmed by thoracic radiography.The

WHO clinical stage was used for

classification of CMGT staging[91](Table.3-1).Survival

time was defined as the time from

surgery to death.
Serum samples:
Between January2003and

October2004,serum

dogs bearing tumor including31CMGT

samples were collected from 82

patients and89dogs

with nonneoplastic diseases

referred to the Veterinary Medical Center,the University of Tokyo.Sixteen healthy dogs were
also included in this study.The

diagnosis

of CMGT was carried out by histological
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examination.After

blood

sampling,serum

was separated

and

stored

until

at‑20℃

analysis.

The medical records of these patients were also reviewed;Age,sex,breed,diagnosis,blood
examination.
Antibody:
For the immunohistochemical
CSLEX1)was

analysis,anti-sLe(x)monoclonal

antibody(clone:

obtained from BD Transduction Laboratories(Lexington,KY,USA),the

one as used in Chapters1and2.The

same

working solution was diluted at1:1000with1%

BSA-TBS.
Immunohistochemistry:
The expression of sLe(x)on CMGT tissues was analyzed by immunohistochemistry.
Mammary tissues were fixed in10%neutral

buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin.A

series

for

of4

μm‑thick

sections

examination.Immunohistochemical
kit/HRP(DAB)(DAKO)similar

were

used

immunohistologic

room temperature

for2hours,and

light

microscopic

protocol was performed using a DAKO ENVISION+
to that used in Chapter2.Briefly,endogenous

activity was abolished by treatment with0.03%hydrogen
For the staining of sLe(x),sections

and

peroxidase

peroxide containing sodium azide.

were reacted with the primary antibody against sLe(x)at
incubated

with polymer

solution containing HRP

conjugated antibody against mouse Ig at room temperature for30minutes.Sections

were

visualized with DAB/hydrogen peroxide solution and counterstained with hematoxylin before
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observation.For
staining).All

light microscopy,sections

were stained with hematoxylin and eosin(HE

sections were assessed in a blind fashion without knowledge of the patient's

outcome or clinicopathological

features.Degree

of sLe(x)antibody

tissue sections was defined as positive(+),(++)and(+++)if

reactivity in individual

unequivocal staining of the

membrane or cytoplasm was observed in more than5%,20%and40%of
respectively.If

it was less than5%,the

Assay of sLe(x)concentration

tumor cells ,

case was considered as negative(Fig .3-1).

in the blood:

The concentrations of sLe(x)in

the blood samples were determined by sandwich

enzyme immunoassay using the N-test EIA plate CSLEX kit(Nittobo Medical,Tokyo ,Japan).
Briefly,serum

samples were reacted with first anti-sLe(x)monoclonal

CSLEX1)immobilized

on the wells of plates at

antigen to the solid phase if sLe(x)was
anti-sLe(x)monoclonal
for2hours

at 37℃.

37℃

for2hours.These

antibodies(clone:

antibodies

bound

present in a patient's blood sample.Then

the

second

antibodies labeled with HRP were added to the wells and incubated

HRP-labeled

antibodies

bound

antibodies and formed sandwich complexes.The
ortho-phenylenediamine(OPD)for10minutes
were measured at492nm

to antigens

fixed

to the

well

by first

bound enzyme reacted with the substrate
at room temperature and optical densities

with a microplate reader(MPR

concentration of sLe(x)was calculated in U/ml.
Statistical analysis:
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A4;Tosoh Co.,Tokyo,Japan).The

In immunohistochemical

analysis,comparison

according to the degree of sLe(x)expression
chi-squared test.Survival

of variables

among the groups

was made by Fisher's

exact test or the

curves in the groups according to the expression of sLe(x)were

obtained by the Kaplan-Meier
statistical significance.Statistical

method and were compared by the log-rank test to evaluate
analysis of serum sLe(x)concentrations

divided with their disease was made by Fisher's exact test.In
sLe(x)concentrations

and variables,the

than5%(P<0.05)was

considered significant in all the analyses.

comparison between serum

Student's t-test was performed.A
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among groups

probability of less

Result

s

Clinical and pathological features of CMGT patients for immunohistochemistry:
A total56CMGT
surgery was10.7years
history of spaying
ovariohysterectomy
breed distribution
Yorkshire

patients were used in this study.The
old(range:3.6-15.3years).All

mean age of the dogs at

dogs were female.No

dogs had a

before their first estrus and only8.9%(5dogs)had
after their first estrus.The
was as follows:11toy

terriers,4miniature

Histologically,tumor

underwent

range of body weight was1.9-34.3kg.The

poodles,9malteses,8mixed

dachshunds,4Shih-tzues

breed dogs,4

and16various

other breeds.

tissues consisted of16adenomas,15adenocarcinomas,22benign

mixed tumors and3malignant

mixed tumors.The

clinicopathological

features of CMGT

patients grouped by their histological diagnosis were shown in Table3-2.Numbers
patients of each clinical stage were23dogs
9with stage IV,respectively.All

of9patients

with stage I,20with

stage II,4with

of the

stage III and

with stage IV had metastatic lesions.Two dogs

were diagnosed as inflammatory carcinoma.
Expression of sLe(x)on CMGT tissues:
Table3-3shows
dogs.The

the expression of sLe(x)in

expression of sLe(x)was

various degree(Fig.3-1).The
adenocarcinomas,benign

tissues of CMGT patients and healthy

observed in29of56dogs

bearing MGT(51.8%)with

rates of cases with sLe(x)-positive expression in adenomas,

and malignant mixed tumors were50.0%,53.3%,50.0%and66.6%,
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respectively.There

was a tendency to increase the total positive rate of sLe(x)related

histological malignancy,but

the difference was not significant.The

to

expression of sLe(x)was

observed in cancerous tissues and no expression was found in non-cancerous tissues of
CMGT patients.In
sLe(x)was

normal mammary gland tissues of5healthy

sLe(x)were

expression of

not detected(Fig.3-1).

Relationship between sLe(x)expression
The

dogs,the

clinicopathological

and clinicopathological features:

features

shown in Table3-4.The

of CMGT

patients

grouped

correlation of sLe(x)expression

features in CMGT was also examined.No

by their

of

to clinicopathological

statistically significant difference was found

among the groups exhibited sLe(x)-positive((+),(++)and(+++))and-negative
each variables.Long

expression

expression in

term follow-up was obtained in38patients(Table3-5).Comparison

of

the survival times among the groups exhibited sLe(x)-positive((+),(++)and(+++))and
-negative expression of CMGT patients was shown in Fig .3-2.Two
sLe(x)-positive((+),(++)and(+++))and-negative
72.2%,respectively.Among

sLe(x)-(+)positive

groups were76.2%,50.0%,40.0%and

sLe(x)-positive groups,2years

to the degree of sLe(x)expression,but
group.Using

years survival rates of

survival rate was low according

that of sLe(x)-negative

the log-rank test,statistically

survival time among the groups.
Clinical and pathological features of dogs:
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group was lower than

significance was not found in

A total187dogs
Table3-6.Blood

were used in this study and their clinical features were shown in

sampling was undergone before surgery in CMGT patients and at their first

referral in patients with other disease.The
0.5-14.8years).There

were69intact

spayed females.Breed
Yorkshire

mean age of all dogs was7.8years

males,22castrated

distributions were as follows:in

terriers,3pomeranians,3mixed

patients with other tumors;19golden
Siberian husky,3Shih-tzues
disease;19miniature

CMGT patients;5Shih-tzues

breed dogs and11various

retrievers,5mixed

,4

other breeds:in

breed dogs,4Shetland

sheepdogs,3

other breeds:and

in patients of nonneoplastic

dachshunds,7labrador

retrievers,7mixed

breed dogs,5Shih-tzues,5

bulldogs,5Cavalier

King Charles spaniels and24various

dogs were consisted with9beagles

and7labrador

tumors and2malignant

mixed tumors.Various

most frequently encountered

disease(n=14).Subsequently

Serum sLe(x)concentration

osteosarcomas(n=3).In
disease was intervertebral disk

to the intervertebral disk disease,there

disease(n=12),epilepsy(n=5)and

mixed

tumors were included in patients of other

tumors such as mast cell tumors(n=4),lymphomas(n=4)and
disease,the

other

retrievers.Histologically,

CMGT patients were diagnosed as10adenomas,11adenocarcinomas,8benign

nonneoplastic

females and41

and13various

golden retrievers,5French
breeds.Healthy

males,55intact

old(range:

were many orthopedic

hernia(n=5).

in dogs:

Serum sLe(x)concentrations

of CMGT patients,other
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tumor patients,nonneoplastic

disease patients and healthy dogs were shown in Table3-7.As
sLe(x)concentration,the

group with other tumors exhibited the highest concentration and the

group of healthy dogs was lowest.In
tumors(adenomas

CMGT patients,the

and benign mixed tumor)than

malignant mixed tumors).But

values of blood examination

mean value was higher in benign

in malignant tumors(adenocarcinomas

and

the range of values in all groups was wide and there was no

significant difference among groups.In

correlation.The

for mean values of serum

comparison with clinical data(age,sex

including WBC),serum

wide range of sLe(x)concentrations

(Fig.3-3).
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sLe(x)concentrations

and several
showed no

was also observed among their breeds

Discussion

In this study,I

examined the expression of sLe(x)on

the MGT tissues of canine

patients and normal mammary tissues of healthy dogs.A half of neoplastic tissues were found
to express sLe(x)in

all CMGT patients,whereas

both non-neoplastic

tissues of CMGT

patients and normal mammary gland tissues of healthy dogs exhibited negative.The
sLe(x)positive

cases were slightly higher in adenocarcinomas and malignant mixed tumors

than those in adenomas
difference.According

patients,the

rates of

and benign mixed tumors,however

to the specific sLe(x)expression

there was no significant

on neoplastic tissues of CMGT

expression of this ligand might be related to tumorigenesis of CMGT.

The

relationship

clinicopathological

the

expression

features was evaluated,but

observed in any variables.In
and(+++))and

between

of

sLe(x)and

variables

of

no statistically significant difference was

comparison of survival curves among sLe(x)-positive((+),(++)

-negative groups by Kaplan-Meier method,sLe(x)-(+++)positive

the lower survival rate by2years

than other sLe(x)-positive

sLe(x)-negative group was lower than sLe(x)-(+)positive

groups.However

group had
that of

group and there was no significant

difference in all the groups investigated.
In this study,population
histopathologic

of CMGT cases investigated was small and numbers of each

type were fewer than20except

cases were lost in the follow up investigation.In
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benign mixed tumors.In
addition,this

addition,many

information was obtained by

telephone interview to owners or private practitioners and accurate information could not be
obtained,such

as latent lymphatic invasion and metastasis .In the present study,I investigated

only on the primary lesion of CMGT for the purpose of evaluating the efficacy of sLe(x)as a
diagnostic tool.In

the previous chapter,this

carbohydrate antigen was detected on the cell

surface of CMGT cells derived from metastatic lesions .Evaluating

its expression on the

metastatic lesion of CMGT may clarify the relationship to distant metastasis , though tissue
specimens of distant metastatic lesions such as pulmonary metastasis were difficult to obtain .
Some cell adhesion molecules including sLe(x)were reported to be detected not only
on the tumor tissues but in the sera of patients with cancer[87-90 ,92].It
the mean serum sLe(x)concentration

of225healthy

limit of the reference range was8.0U/ml[92]

human was2.53U/ml

.The

level of sLe(x)was

was reported that
and the upper
found to elevate

significantly in the sera of breast cancer patients with distant metastasis compared to those
without metastasis

(875±142.1and28.8±18.1,respectively)

and suggested

to be useful

as a

tumor marker of human breast cancers.
In this study,serum
nonneoplastic diseases,and
among patients.Healthy

sLe(x)concentrations

healthy dogs were examined.Measured

values were various

dogs showed lower concentrations than any patients ,however

significant difference was found.Significant
this study.Although

in patients with CMGT,other tumors and

no

correlation to clinical data was not observed in

some of the breeds showed significant differences in serum sLe(x)
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concentrations,the

influence of breeds on the serum sLe(x)concentration

was unclear.

Investigations using a larger number of dogs with a sufficient number of breeds may reveal
the relationship between the serum sLe(x)concentration

and breeds.

Blood sampling was performed only once in each patients in this preliminary study .
Various sLe(x)concentrations

in all groups and possibility of the influence of breed may

represent the need to estimate baseline of serum sLe(x)concentrations
In human breast cancers,the

level of sLe(x)in

in each dogs or breeds .

the sera of patients was reported to elevate

with tumor progression such as metastasis and recurrence[89,90].Continuous

evaluation in

the same patients for a longer-term period may clarify the clinical significance of serum
sLe(x)in CMGT.
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Conclusion
In this study,the specific expression of sLe(x)on CMGT tissues was observed ,while
the expression was not detected in non-neoplastic
tissues of healthy dogs.This
CMGT.However

CMGT tissues and normal mammary

may suggested that sLe(x)is

a tumor-associated

antigen in

its expression of primary lesions seemed not to correlate with malignancy

and prognosis of CMGT.The

serum sLe(x)concentration

was revealed to be various in dog

patients.Significant

correlation was not found between the level of serum sLe(x)and

clinical features.A

large prospective study should be needed to clarify the relation ship

between sLe(x)expression

and the tumor behavior.
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limited

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Fig.3-1

Immunohistochemical

analysis of sLe(x)on

healthy dogs with anti-sLe(x)antibody(magnification
reactivity

in individual

if unequivocal

and40%of

staining

tumor

tissue sections

cells,respectively.If

x100).Degree

was defined as positive

of the membrane

or cytoplasm

tissues of CMGT patients and

(+)(B),(++)(C)and(+++)(D)

was observed

it was less than5%,the

negative(A).
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of sLe(x)antibody

in more than5%,20%

case was considered

as

Fig.3-2

Survival curve of CMGT patients grouped by the degree of sLe(x)expression.
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Fig.3‑3

Serum sLe(x)concentrations

grouped by their breeds.
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Table3-1

The World

Health

Organization

classification

61

system

for CMGT.

Table3-2

Clinical

and pathological

features

of CMGT
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patients.

Table3-3

Expression of sLe(x)on tissues of CMGT patients and healthy dogs.
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Table3-4

Relationship between sLe(x)expression

in CMGT.
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and clinicopathological features

Table3-5

Prognostic outcome of CMGT patients grouped by both their histological

diagnosis and degree of sLe(x)expression.
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Table3-6

Clinical features of dogs examined

66

in serum sLe(x)concentration

analysis.

Table3-7

Serum sLe(x)concentrations

of CMGT patients,other tumor patients ,non-

neoplastic disease patients and healthy dogs.
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X on CMGT-xenografted

68

immunodeficient

mice

Introduction

Distant metastasis defines malignancy of the tumor and is a major cause of tumor
morbidity and mortality[93,94].Multiple

pathogenic steps are involved in tumor metastasis.

These include proliferation and detachment of tumor cells from the primary lesion,invasion
to the surrounding extracellular matrix,angiogenesis,vascular
and eventually,homing
its complexity,the

or lymphatic dissemination,

of the tumor cells and proliferation at the distant organ[95].Due

to

mechanism of metastasis remains unclear.

Experimental animal models are the useful tool to reveal the cellular and molecular
changes associated with tumor behaviors in the living environment and have a potential for
understanding disease mechanisms.Several
tumor metastasis including subcutaneous
models[97],and

models have been designed for the analysis of
transplantation

models[96],tail

vein injection

implant models to several organs[98,99].

CMGTs are the most common tumors in intact female dogs and reported to account
for approximately50%of

all tumors in female dogs[2].Tumor

invasion to the surrounding

tissues and metastasis to distal organs such as the lung are the most significant prognostic
factors in malignant tumors[9-11].There
experimental

have been some reports of CMGT xenograft

animal models for the evaluation of drug and therapy[100,101]and

a few

reports to investigate on the molecular mechanism of CMGT metastasis[102].
In the previous chapter,sLe(x)was

detected on the cell surface of CMGT cell line
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which had the adhesive ability to HUVECs.However,the

correlation between the expression

of sLe(x)and the behavior of CMGT such as metastasis and prognosis was not obscure in the

previous study, though the sLe(x)expression

was clear both on the tissues and in sera of

CMGT patients.
The purpose of this study was to produce the experimental animal model of CMGT
metastasis to the lung using severe combined immunodeficient(SCID)mice
and to evaluate the expression of sLe(x)in

as model hosts

mice and cells with high potential of distant

metastasis by pulmonary selection.
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Materials

and

Methods

Cell line:

The

CHMp

cell

pulmonary

metastasis,was

expression

of sLe(x)in

supplemented

line,derived

used

and maintained

at 37℃

the

primary

in this study.This

the previous

with10%fetal

from

bovine

chapter.The

cell

of a CMGT

line was

found

cells were cultured

serum,5mg/L

in a humidified

lesion

gentamicin

atmosphere

patient

to exhibit

with

negative

in RPMI1640medium

sulfate

and6mg/L

fungizone

of5%CO2.

Mice:

Six-to

Prkdcscid-Lystbg

production

specific

seven-week-old

female

C.B-17SCID-BEIGE

mice

N7;Taconic,Germantown,NY,USA)were

of experimental

pathogen-free

pulmonary

metastasis

conditions:temperature

(C.B-Igh-1b GbmsTac-

used as model

of CMGT.The

of

24±1℃,

mice

were

humidity

hosts for the

maintained

in

of40-70%and

12hr-light and dark cycle.Two or three mice were put in one cage(mouse

a

clean S TPX;Clea

Japan Inc.,Tokyo,Japan)and

the cages were set in a laminar flow rack housing system(ICM

Inc.,Ibaragi,Japan).Animals

were fed with sterilized food(CL-2;Clea

Japan)and

water ad

libitum.

Production of experimental pulmonary metastasis model:
CHMp

cells

were

suspended

in

saline

at

a

dose

of1

x107

cells/200

subcutaneously injected into the right flank of SCID-BEIGE mice using a21-gauge
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μl

and

needle.

After the transplantation,the

size of each tumor was measured

(V)was calculated

to the formula:

according

using calipers.Tumor

with a and b being the tumor length and width(in mm),respectively.Mice
6weeks after CMGT cell injections.Masses

volume

were sacrificed at

produced at the site of transplantation and major

organs were collected and measured their weight.The

lung surface of each animal was

inspected for the total number of metastatic tumor foci.Blood

samples of each mouse were

also collected for the measurement of serum sLe(x)concentration.
Primary culture of the cells collected from the primary tumor masses and lungs of
mice was performed.Briefly,tissues

gentamicin sulfate.Then

were treated overnight with PBS containing50mg/L

tissues were cut into small pieces and suspended in RPMI1640

medium supplemented with20%fetal
at 37℃

bovine serum,5mg/L

fungizone,and

incubated

in a humidified

passage,when

cell growth appeared to be stable,the

medium was decreased from20%to10%.Cultured

gentamicin sulfate and6mg/L

atmosphere

of5%CO2.After

the second

concentration of FBS in the culture
cells derived from metastatic lesion of

the lung were collected and injected back to new mice for the next passage of pulmonary
selection to establish highly lung metastatic cell lines of CMGT.
Western blot analysis:
The expressions

of sLe(x)on

the cells derived from mice in each passage of
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pulmonary
Chapter

selection

was evaluated

by Western

blotting

analysis

similar

to the method

in

1.

Immunohistochemistry:

Immunohistochemical

on primary

tumor

neutral-buffered

masses

formalin

for immunohistologic

analysis was performed

and the lung excised

and

embedded

in paraffin.A

and light microscopic

to evaluate

the expression

from mice.Tissues

series

of4

of sLe(x)

were fixed

μm-thick

sections

were

examination.Immunohistochemical

was performed using a DAKO ENVISION+kit/HRP(DAB)(DAKO)similar

in10%

cut

protocol

to that used in

Chapters 2and3.
Assay of sLe(x)concentration

in the blood:

The concentrations of sLe(x)in

the blood samples were determined by sandwich

enzyme immunoassay using the N-test EIA plate CSLEX kit(Nittobo

Medical)similar

to that

used in Chapter3.
Statistical analysis:
Comparison of serum sLe(x)concentrations
was made by Fisher's exact test.A

between mice with different passages

probability of less than5%(P<0.05)was

significant in all the analyses.
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considered

Results

CMGT cell xenograft in SCID-BEIGE mice:
Six female SCID-BEIGE mice were used in each passage of pulmonary selection.
All mice were sacrificed6weeks

after transplantation of CMGT cells except for4mice

third passage.Two

mice were dead of tumor37and38days

passage.Another

two mice were euthanized

pulmonary metastasis36and38days
transplanted

after transplantation in the third

for severe respiratory problems caused by

after transplantation.Growth

site was observed in all mice(Fig.4-1).Ulceration

observed in all mice after the second passage,whereas
the first passage.In

the third passage,necrosis

tumor masses,although

of the tumor mass at the
of primary masses was

it was not observed in4of6mice

in

and fluid collection was observed within the

the masses were solid till the second passage.Calculation

tumor volumes in mice of the second passage could not be obtained.Therefore
of the first and third passages were performed and shown in Fig.4-2.The
increased significantly(P<.0001)in

in the

of the

those in mice
tumor volume

the third passage compared to that in the first passage.

Macroscopic findings of the lung were also shown in Fig.4-3.Small

foci on the

surface of the lung were also observed in all mice and were confirmed histologically to be
distant metastatic lesions of CMGT cells(Fig.4-4).The

number of metastatic foci observed

on the lung surface increased according to the passages of pulmonary selection(Fig.4-3).
Metastases to the liver were observed after the second passage and the number of their foci
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increased according to the passages(1focus
and8foci

in3/6mice

in1/6mice

of the second passage versus1,5

of the third passage,respectively)(Fig.4-3).The

involvement was also observed in all passages(Fig.4-3).The

lymph node

weights of whole body and

major organs of CMGT xenografted mice were shown in Table4-1.The

weight of the lung

increased due to metastasis in the second and third passage compared to that in the first

passage significantly(P=0.026and0.006,respectively).
Established

CMGT

cell lines

In an attempt

6new

cell

to establish

CMGT

potential

cell lines

to the lung:

with high

metastatic

potential,I

lines,CHMp-p1/-m1,-p2/-m2and-p3/-m3,through3passages

selection.These

in each

with high metastatic

cell

passage

lines

were established

and showed

a primary

or metastatic

These6cell

lines

were

lesion

stable

growth

from

in RPMI

and the number

morphologically

both

different

of pulmonary

primary

medium.The

indicates

from

obtained

and metastatic

lesions

of mice

letter"-p"or"-m"indicates

the passages

its parental

of pulmonary

CHMp

selection.

in culture.These

cells appeared to be more round in shape and tended to aggregate together compared to the

parental cells(Fig.4-5).
Analysis of sLe(x)in cell lines and tissues:
The expression of sLe(x)on these cell lines and tissues obtained from SCID-BEIGE
mice transplanted

with CMGT cells was evaluated.Cell

CHMp-p1/-m1,-p2/-m2and-p3/-m3cells

lysates were extracted from

of the third passage for Western blot analysis.
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Among6cell

lines,no

positive reaction was observed similar to that in their parental cell

line;CHMp(Fig.4-6).
Tissue samples obtained from both the primary mass and metastatic lesion of the
lung were also examined by immunohistochemical
of Western blot analysis,neither

analysis(Fig.4-6).Similarly

to the results

primary tumors nor metastatic foci were stained positively

with sLe(x)on immunohistochemistry.
Serum sLe(x)concentration

in xenotransplanted mice:

Blood samples were collected from sacrificed mice in each passage except2mice
dead of tumor.Serum

sLe(x)concentration

of mice in the first,second

were0.003±0.00,0.021±0.039and0.006±0.001,

no significant

difference

respectively.In

was found.
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comparison

and third passages
among

passages,

Discussion

In the course

of distant

metastasis,several

factors were entangled intricately

steps

are thought

in each step[12,13].For

understand the metastasis mechanism,in

to be involved

the molecular

and many

analysis to

vivo experimental animal models are quite valuable

to obtain the similar situation occurred in the tumor patients[96-99].In

this study,I tried to

produce the experimental animal model of lung metastasis caused by CMGT cells.CHMp
cells derived from the primary lesion of a CMGT patient with pulmonary metastasis showed
rapid growth at the transplanted site and metastasized to the lung of T,B
deficient

SCID-BEIGE

According

mice.Metastatic

tumor cells were cultured with stable growth.

to the passages of pulmonary

selection,the

weight of the lung increased

significantly and more metastatic foci were observed macroscopically.This
metastasis of transplanted tumor cells.In

and NK cell

addition,proliferation

may be due to the

of transplanted tumor cells

seemed to be accelerated by the findings such as the increased tumor volume,ulceration
necrosis within the center of masses.In
with severe pulmonary

metastasis.From

and

the third passage,4mice

were dead or euthanized

these findings,6cell

lines derived from both

primary and metastatic lesions of CMGT xenografted mice were thought to have different
metastatic potential and malignancy according to the passages of pulmonary selection.
The expression of sLe(x)on
immunohistochemical

analysis.Both

the tissue of transplanted mice was examined by
primary masses and metastatic lesions in the lung
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exhibited negative expression in all passages.Similar

to the result of immunohistochemistry,

no positive reaction was detected in Western blot analysis.Serum

sLe(x)concentrations

were

lower than the limit of detection in all samples.
The mechanism of sLe(x)induction
was not fully understood.In

associated with tumor invasion and metastasis

one study,it was reported that the expression of sLe(x)on tumor

cells was induced under the condition of hypoxia[103].Hypoxic

conditions in the tumor

mass were known to be observed in the rapid proliferation of tumor cells in vivo.In this study,
tumor necrosis was observed within the center of masses in the third passage of the model,
further repeat of pulmonary selection may lead to express sLe(x)in these CMGT cell lines.
For the understanding
metastasis,methods

of complicated

factors and their interactions

in tumor

for detection of the cellular and molecular changes in cells and tissues

have been performed.In

this experimental

animal model of CMGT metastasis,lung

metastasis was observed in all transplanted mice after the short period of time.This

model

can provide useful samples with the same genomic background having different potential of
distant metastasis.The

role of sLe(x)in

CMGT metastasis might be revealed by further

investigations on the alternation and interaction of many factors including sLe(x)such
differential display and cDNA expression microarray analysis.
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as

Conclusion

In this study,I

potential

from

xenograft

their

in mice

successfully

parental

was

cell

established6CMGT

line

CMHp

repeated,CMGT

cells

prognosis in vivo.In these3passages,the
and tissues.Although

further pulmonary

role and significance of sLe(x)in
experimental

metastasis

and

cell

parental

CMGT

provide

lines

with

by3passages

of pulmonary

showed

metastatic

higher

distant

metastatic

selection.As

potential

the

and poorer

expression of sLe(x)was not detected in cell lines
selections

may induce the expression

of sLe(x),the

the metastasis were not clear in those3passages

model.Exhaustive

line could

cell

analyses

the beneficial

metastasis.
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on the difference

data

for understanding

among

these

of the
cell

the mechanism

lines

of

(A)

(C)

(B)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Fig.4-1

Macroscopic findings of CMGT xenograft mice.The

formed at the transplanted site of SCID-BEIGE mice(mice

(C)(D)passages

were shown).The

large tumor mass was

of the first(A)(B)and

third

cut surfaces of the tumor mass of the first and third

passaged mice were shown in Fig.4-I(E)and(F),respectively.Necrosis
mass with fluid collection was found in all mice after the third cycle.
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at the center of the

Fig.4-2

Calculated tumor volume of the first and third passages.Tumor

significantly(P<.0001)increased

volume

in the third passage compared to that in the first passage.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
Fig.4-3

Macroscopic

findings of organs excised

from CMGT xenograft mice.

Numerous small foci were observed on the surface of the lung in all mice and the number
was increased according to the passage of pulmonary selections(the
first(A)and

third(B)passage

was shown).Metastasis

involvement of the regional lymph node(D:arrow
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lung of a mouse in the

to the liver(C:arrow

heads)(E)was

also observed.

heads)and

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Fig.4-4

Pathological findings of the masses developed at the transplanted site(A)(B)

and metastatic foci in the lung(C)(D)of
respectively(magnification

CMGT xenograft mice of the first and third passages,

x100).
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)
Fig.4-5

Microscopic

(D)and‑p3(E)/‑m3(F),
through the3passages

findings

of new6cell

established

lines,

CHMp‑p1(A)/‑ml(B),‑p2(C)/‑m2

from both primary

of pulmonary selections.These

and metastatic

lesions

cells appeared to be more round in

shape and tended to aggregate together compared to the parental cells,CHMp(G)in
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of mice

culture.

(A)

(B)

Fig.4-6

(C)

Analysis of sLe(x)on the in vivo experimental mice model.Western blot

analysis on the6cell lines newly derived from both primary and mematatic lesions of CHMp
cells xenograf mice(A).Immunohistochemical analysis on tissues of the primary mass and
the metastatic lung was also performed.Figures of the primary mass(B)and the lung(C)of a
mouse of the third passage were shown(magnification x100).In both analyses,there was no
positive reaction with sLe(x).
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Table4-1

The weights of whole body and major organs of CMGT xenograft SCID-

BEIGE mice.

Data

were expressed

*Significantly
**Significantly

as mean

±SD(g)

difference against the1st passage(P=0
difference against the1st passage(P=0

86

.026)
.006)

Conclusion
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Many factors have been found to be related to tumor invasion and metastasis through
in vitro and in vivo studies on cancers.In

several steps of tumor invasion and metastasis,

several factors are thought to be involved such as cell adhesion molecules,like

cadherin,

selectin,integrin

cycle and

and other families[12,14,15].In

growth regulators[19-21],apoptosis-related

tumor cell proliferation,cell

molecules[22]and

scatter folding factors[23]

are supposed

to be involved.Some

receptors show overexpression

tumorigenesis

and represent

identification

and analysis of these factors has helped to clarify the mechanisms

tumorigenesis

and malignant formation in human cancers,and

a degree of differentiation

of tumor cells[24

,25].The
of

some of them have been

applied to clinical diagnosis and treatment[26-28].However,basic
expression of these factors in CMGTs has been limited.Based

in the course of

information on the

on these backgrounds,a

series

of studies was carried out to investigate the factors associated with biological behaviors of
CMGT,especially

distant metastasis.

As a first step of this study,the expression of several oncological factors in6CMGT

cell

lines ― 3pairs

(CHMp/m,CIPp/m
factors,the

of cells

derived

from

a primary

and a metastatic

and CNMp/m) ― was evaluated

levels of sLe(x),14-3-3sigma,cyclinD1and

Especially,sLe(x)showed
metastatic lesion.Though

by Western

lesion

blot

Rb,differed

of3dog

patients

analysis.Among24

between the pairs.

strong expression only in CHMm cell line derived from distant
the number of cell lines used was limited,this result suggested that
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sLe(x)might

be related to distant metastasis in CMGTs and the pair of CHMp/m cells might

be meaningful tools.
From the result of Chapter1,I
adheres to E-selectin[30]and

focused on this carbohydrate antigen,sLe(x)which

has been implicated in their adhesion to vascular endothelial

cells in the acute inflammation process[31,32].The
sLe(x)-E-selectin

cell-cell adhesion mediated by the

binding is also supposed to be involved in hematogenous metastasis of the

cancer as the first adhesional step of tumor cells to the distal vascular endothelial cells prior
to the integrin and immunoglobulin families[18,33,34,79].In

human breast cancers,the

expression of sLe(x)in both primary and metastatic lesions was reported and the relationship
between its expression and the metastatic behavior of the tumor was implied[37,38,86].The
expression of sLe(x)was

also reported in the sera of human breast cancer patients and the

level of sLe(x)was found to elevate with metastatic breast cancers[89,90].
In Chapter2,I

investigated the expression and localization of sLe(x)on the cultured

cells and its adhesional function to blood vessel epithelial cells.On immunohistochemistry,
only CHMm cells showed strong expression of sLe(x)on their cell surface among6CMGT
cell lines and this result supported that of the western blotting analysis in the previous chapter.
Using cell lines of CHM pair,I evaluated the adhesional function of sLe(x)on
by the cell

The number

adhesion

of attached

assay

in96-well

CHMm

plates

and the flow

cells to HUVECs
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which

through

expressed

chamber

E-selectin

CMGT cells

adhesion

assay.

by the stimulus

of

rhTNF‑α

was

significantly

increased

under

for the binding activity of E-selectin.Under
cell-cell adhesion,called

rolling.This

conditions

with

calcium

flow conditions ,I

,which

is necessary

could see the process of

phenomenon was reported in the adhesion between

leukocytes and blood vessel endothelial cells by the sLe(x)-E-selectin adhesional interaction

[31,32,76].From

these results,CHMm

cell line was revealed to have the adhesional ability

to blood vessel endothelial cells by the sLe(x)-E-selectin binding and might be related to the
distant metastasis of CMGTs.
To investigate whether the expression of sLe(x)correlated
CMGT such as metastasis and prognosis,I

with the behavior of

examined the sLe(x)expression

on the CMGT

tissues surgically removed from the spontaneous patients and performed a preliminary study
on the serum concentration of sLe(x)in dogs including CMGT patients in Chapter3 .A half
of neoplastic

tissues were found to express sLe(x)in

CMGT patients ,whereas

both

non-neoplastic tissues of CMGT patients and normal mammary gland tissues of healthy dogs
exhibited

negative

on immunohistochemical

patients of CMGT,other
examined.Measured

analysis.Serum

tumor and nonneoplastic

sLe(x)concentrations

in

disease and healthy dogs were also

values were various in all groups with no significant difference .The

specific expression of sLe(x)on

CMGT tissues may suggested that sLe(x)is

associated antigen in CMGT.However

a tumor-

its expression of primary lesions and its level in sera

seemed not to correlate with malignancy and prognosis of CMGT.
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several

In the

course

factors

were

occurred

in the

Chapter4,I

tumor

of distant

entangled

CMGT cells and examined

new cell lines derived

intricately

patients,in

tried to produce

metastasis,several

vivo

in

each

from both primary

step.To

experimental

the experimental

the expression

steps

animal

animal

of sLe(x)in

and metastatic

are thought

obtain

models

to be involved

the

similar

are quite

situation

valuable.In

model of lung metastasis

this model.By

pulmonary

and

caused by

selection,6

lesions of CMGT xenografted

mice

were obtained and they were thought to have different metastatic potential and malignancy
according to the passages of selection.On

immunohistochemical

analysis, both primary

masses and metastatic lesions in the lung exhibited negative expression of sLe(x)in

all

passages and no positive reaction was also detected in Western blot analysis.Serum

sLe(x)

concentrations

further

were lower than the limit of detection in all samples.Although

pulmonary selections may induce the expression of sLe(x),the role and significance of sLe(x)
in the metastasis were not clear in those3passages

of this experimental metastasis model.

In this series of the present study,I focused on sLe(x)and investigated its expression
and the relationship to the behavior of CMGT in vitro and in vivo.From
study,the

the result of this

expression of this ligand might be related to tumorigenesis of CMGT and was

thought to have the potential to metastasize via blood vessel.However,the

relationship

between its expression and behavior of CMGTs such as clinicopathological features,distant
metastasis and prognosis was not found in this study.The mechanism of sLe(x)expression
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is

still controversy and further in vitro studies might be needed to understand its roles through
the investigations on glycosyltransferases
ship between sLe(x)expression

which synthesize sLe(x).To

clarify the relation

and the tumor behavior in vivo,a

large prospective study

should be needed including the examination of the sLe(x)expression

on the metastatic lesion

of CMGT and the serial evaluation of serum sLe(x)concentrations
longer period.Experimental

of the same patient for the

animal model obtained in this study can provide useful samples

with the same genomic background having different potential of distant metastasis.The
of sLe(x)in

role

CMGT metastasis might be revealed by further investigations on the alternation

and interaction of many factors including sLe(x)such
expression microarray analysis.
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as differential display and cDNA
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